The combination of two silent mutations, c.1311C4T in exon 11 and IVS11 T93C (glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) 1311T/93C), with unknown mechanism, have been reported in G6PD-deficient individuals in Asian populations including Malaysian aboriginal group, Negrito. Here, we report the screening of G6PD gene in 103 Negrito volunteers using denaturing high-performance liquid chromatography (dHPLC) and direct sequencing. A total of 48 individuals (46.6%) were G6PD deficient, 83.3% of these carried G6PD 1311T/93C with enzyme activity ranging from 1.8 to 4.8 U gHb À1 . Three novel single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), rs112950723, rs111485003 and rs1050757, were found in the G6PD 3 0 -untranslated region (UTR). Strong association was observed between haplotype 1311T/93C and rs1050757G, which is located inside the 35 bp AG-rich region. In silico analysis revealed that the transition of A to G at position rs1050757 makes significant changes in the G6PD mRNA secondary structure. Moreover, putative micro (mi)RNA target sites were identified in 3 0 -UTR of G6PD gene, two of these in the region encompassing rs1050757. It could be speculated that rs1050757 have a potential functional effect on the downregulation of mRNA and consequently G6PD deficiency either by affecting mRNA stability and translation or mirRNA regulation process. This is the first report of biochemical association of an SNP in 3 0 -UTR of G6PD gene and the possible role of mRNA secondary structure.
INTRODUCTION
Genetic variations in the G6PD gene are responsible for G6PD deficiency in humans. Other than mutations that cause G6PD enzyme deficiency, few polymorphic sites have been found in G6PD exons and introns. Overall, seven silent mutations in exons [1] [2] [3] and five polymorphic sites have been reported in intronic regions of G6PD gene. 4 Also, about 186 ethnic reliant nucleotide variations in the G6PD gene have been reported. 5 Most of these variants are single missense mutations, with the rest being either double or triple missense mutations or small in frame deletions. 6 With only one exception, all these mutations alter the protein sequence of the G6PD enzyme by either amino-acid substitution, deletion or alternative splicing. The exception is for a combination of c.1311C4T in exon 11 with IVS11 T93C (designated here as G6PD 1311T/93C). This combination is a special G6PD variant where the carrier is deficient without any changes to the protein sequence of the G6PD enzyme. Interestingly, some individuals with genotype 1311T/93C show significant reduction in G6PD enzyme level, [7] [8] [9] [10] while some individuals with this genotype present normal G6PD activity. 7 Although comprehensive studies have identified the molecular basis of G6PD deficiency worldwide, some pertinent questions remain to be addressed. For instance, several studies have reported deficient samples with normal nucleotide sequences in the coding regions of G6PD gene. 7, [11] [12] [13] [14] Unfortunately, these uncharacterised-deficient samples have never undergone further studies for the involvement of other possible mechanism(s) of gene expression and regulation. The importance of mRNA secondary structure, processing, regulation and also the role of regulatory mechanisms involving regulatory proteins or micro (mi)RNAs have not been extensively studied with regards to G6PD deficiency. The roles of the untranslated regions (UTRs) of the G6PD gene have also not received much attention.
In this study, we sought to determine if any single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) in the coding regions, 5 0 -UTR and 3 0 -UTR of G6PD gene, have the potential association with G6PD 1311T/93C and to confirm if this is responsible for the enzyme deficiency in affected individuals.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS
This study was approved by the ethics committee of the University Kebangsaan Malaysia Hospital. All subjects gave their written informed consent.
In our previous study, we attempted to identify the molecular basis of G6PD deficiency in 25 deficient individuals from one of the Malaysia aborigine group called Negrito. 15 Our earlier results showed that G6PD 1311T/93C is the most common G6PD variant in the sampled Negrito population. No other mutations were detected in the remaining exons or adjacent regions of the G6PD gene for subjects with G6PD 1311T/93C. In this study, blood was collected from 103 consenting volunteers (48 males and 55 females) from four subethnic groups of Negrito i.e. Kintak, Lanoh, Jahai and Bateq. G6PD quantification test was undertaken using the G6PD Kit from RANDOX Laboratory (Antrim, UK) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Genomic DNA was extracted using the salting out method. 16 The oligonucleotides used as primers were either designed by online primer-BLAST program or obtained from the published data. 7 A denaturing highperformance liquid chromatography (dHPLC)-based assay was used to detect the presence of G6PD mutations according to the previously published studies. 7 18 and MicroInspector (http://bioinfo.uni-plovdiv.bg/microinspector/) 19 were utilized to identify the miRNA binding sites inside 3 0 -UTR of G6PD gene. Secondary structures of the full-length G6PD mRNA and also 3 0 -UTR were predicted using GeneBee (http://www.genebee.msu.su/genebee.html), mFold (http:// mobyle.pasteur.fr/cgi-bin/portal.py) 20 and CLC Main Workbench 5.6.1 (http://www.clcbio.com) (CLC bio, Aarhus, Denmark).
RESULTS
Overall, 48 individuals (17 males and 31 females) out of 103 Negrito individuals were found to be G6PD-deficient indicating a prevalence of 46.6%. Accordingly, the enzyme activity was in the range 0.86-5.7 U gHb À1 in deficient individuals (including severe and partial deficiency) and 7.8-10.6 U g Hb À1 in the normal group. dHPLC and direct sequencing indicated that 40 out of 48 deficient individuals carry a combination of c.1311C4T and IVS11 T93C (G6PD 1311T/93C). No other mutations were found in the remaining G6PD gene exons or flanking introns. Data from G6PD activity test indicated that the range of enzyme activity in G6PD 1311T/93C carriers were between 10 and 60% of mean G6PD activity for normal individuals, prompting a categorization of the G6PD 1311T/93C in World Health Organization class III form of G6PD deficiency. None of the individuals with normal G6PD activity carry this combination. However, Viangchan variant (G871A) was detected in one male subject with haplotype 1311T/93C. One male subject and one female subject carried the Coimbra variant. The G6PD variant for five deficient individuals was not identified. The range of enzyme activity in uncharacterized individuals was from 1.2 to 5.7 U gHb À1 .
Although no SNPs were detected in the 5 0 -UTR of G6PD gene in our study samples, dHPLC and direct sequencing of 3 0 -UTR revealed the presence of three SNPs in the 3 0 -UTR region of G6PD gene ( Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure 1 ). All three SNPs have been successfully reported to the dbSNP NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/projects/SNP) and the following NCBI IDs have been obtained: rs112950723 (ss218178027) for SNP þ 272G to A, rs111485003 (ss218178028) for þ 304T to C and rs1050757 (ss218178024) for þ 357A to G. Table 1 shows the frequency of these SNPs among the sampled Negrito population. All the Negrito individuals who carry G6PD 1311T/93C and also the Viangchan carrier with genotype 1311T/93C had mutant allele rs1050757G. Interestingly, heterozygous females for G6PD 1311T/93C also were heterozygous for rs1050757. Moreover, it was found that in the individuals with G6PD 1311T/93C, those siblings who carry normal alleles at c.1311 and IVS11 93 also have normal allele rs1050757A. On the other hand, all those siblings or blood relatives who carry G6PD 1311T/93C also carry rs1050757G. In addition, other observed haplotypes; that is, 1311T/93T, 1311C/93T and 1311C/93C, were always found to be associated with rs1050757A.
To gain further insights into the role of rs112950723, rs111485003 and rs1050757 in G6PD deficiency, the potential effect of the sequence alterations on the mRNA secondary structure was evaluated. The secondary structures of the full-length normal mRNA and mutant counterparts; that is, mRNA containing mutant allele 1311T and mRNA containing mutant haplotypes 1311T/rs112950723A, 1311T/ rs111485003C and 1311T/rs1050757G, were predicted and compared. Results indicated that nucleotide change at position 1311 alone does not affect the mRNA folding. In another words, the mRNA conformation corresponding to the mutant allele 1311T was the same as the normal allele 1311C, only that a marginal change in the minimum free energy was observed from DG ¼ À918.8 to À917.7 kcal mol À1 (Figure 2 ). Subsequently, secondary structures of the full-length mRNA containing other mutant haplotypes were compared with the normal transcript. It was observed that mutant haplotypes of 1311T/rs112950723A and 1311T/rs111485003C have no effect on the mRNA folding, while significant alterations were predicted in the secondary structure of mutant transcript of 1311T/ rs1050757G (Figures 2, 3 and 4) . Notably, it was found that the internal base pairing in some regions of mutant mRNA led to extensively different stem-loop and internal loop structures. Specifically, the presence of different stem-loop conformation at the upstream of start codon in mutant haplotype compared with the Figure 1 Partial nucleotide sequence of normal, heterozygote and homozygote female subjects, respectively, for forward strand of rs1050757 (a1, a2 and a3), reverse strand of rs112950723 (b1, b2 and b3) and reverse strand of rs111485003 (c1, c2 and c3). Arrows show position of each SNP. A full color version of this figure is available at the Journal of Human Genetics journal online.
normal mRNA was remarkable ( Figure 5 ). This conformation made a stable secondary structure in the vicinity of start codon in mutant mRNA.
In the next step, bioinformatic programs were implemented to detect putative miRNA target sites in the wild-type sequence of G6PD 3 0 -UTR. Accordingly, it was predicted that there are 152 putative target sites for 118 miRNAs in normal 3 0 -UTR. Additionally, 3 0 -UTR with mutant variant of rs1050757G was submitted to evaluate its ability to create or abolish miRNA target sites. Results indicated that transition of A to G creates two more miRNA binding sites in the regions encompassing rs1050757, namely hsa-miR-1238 and hsa-miR-877*. Notably, rs1050757G is located inside the ''seed region'' of these miRNAs. However, further analysis revealed that in normal mRNA only 1 out of 152 potential target sites are accessible to the three miRNAs (hsa-miR-206, hsa-miR-613 and hsa-miR-1) owing to the mRNA folding (Supplementary Figure 2) . Moreover, transition of A to G at position rs1050757 leads to accessibility of two more sites for miRNAs binding (hsa-miR-3173 and hsa-miR-149*).
DISCUSSION
The results revealed high prevalence of G6PD deficiency among the Negrito group as compared with other Southeast Asians and with other major groups in Malaysia (almost 10 times higher). [21] [22] [23] [24] The presence of G6PD 1311T/93C/rs1050757G as predominant variant in G6PD gene among the Negrito group (83.3%) indicates that they are a very homogenous population with respect to the G6PD gene. This is contrary to the G6PD profile of other groups in Malaysia as they are very heterogenous for this gene. Ainoon et al. 25, 26 reported 11 different G6PD variants in Malay and 10 in Chinese-Malay. As the different evolutionary factors such as natural selection and genetic drift can affect pattern of human genetic diseases in the concept of diversity, then the highest ever reported frequency of G6PD 1311T/ 93C in Negrito might be due to these evolutionary factors and most probably because of genetic drift and inbreeding. Notably, available literatures show that with one exception, G6PD 1311T/93C has been reported only in deficient individuals in Asia. [7] [8] [9] 13, 18, 27 The exception is from Tunisia, in which 2 out of the 42 study samples carried G6PD 1311T/93C. 3 Even so, a high degree of gene flow has been reported for Tunisian people. 28 The presence of three SNPs rs112950723, rs111485003 and rs1050757 in 3 0 -UTR of G6PD gene in G6PD-deficient individuals appears to be novel and has not been reported previously. However, our comprehensive literature search revealed that only three reports had investigated changes in 3 0 -UTR of G6PD gene in their respective deficient populations. However, they did not find any SNP in the 3 0 -UTR. 22, 29, 30 In this study, we evaluated the potential associations of these SNPs and enzyme deficiency among our studied samples. Accordingly, a strong association was observed between rs1050757G and G6PD 1311T/93C as this SNP was solely observed in individuals who carried G6PD 1311T/93C. We noticed that there are two AG-rich regions in 3 0 -UTR of human G6PD gene with 17 and 35 nucleotides length. rs112950723 is surrounded by 17 bp AG-rich region (5 0 -AGAAGGAAGGAGGAGGG-3 0 ) and rs1050757 is located inside the 35 bp AG-rich region (5 0 -AGGGTGGGAGGGAGGGACAAGGGGGA GGAAAGGGG-3 0 ). Accumulating evidence on the importance of nucleotide-rich elements in 3 0 -UTR, such as AU-, C-, CU-and AGrich element, have been implicated in mRNA stability through changes in mRNA secondary structure. [31] [32] [33] Moreover, as the role of structure on RNA function is akin to that of protein, we thus investigated the effect of each SNP on mRNA secondary structure. We observed that rs112950723 and rs111485003 have no effect on the mRNA folding (Figures 3 and 4) , while rs1050757G caused significant alterations in the secondary structure of mutant transcript (Figures 2  and 5 ). This is in concurrence with a number of reports, which indicate that non-functional SNPs in a gene usually do not affect the mRNA secondary structure. 34, 35 Furthermore, data from a recent publication indicates that a majority of exonic mutations, which leads to amino-acid substitution, also cause some degree of alteration to the mRNA structure. 36 On the other hand, growing bodies of evidence suggest that mRNA structural rearrangement might be considered as a proposed mechanism for disease-associated mutations. 37 As well, it is believed that structural conformation of mRNA influences gene expression and regulation. Similarly, Shen et al. 38 demonstrated that synonymous mutation in coding regions of human alanyl tRNA synthetase and human replication protein A led to different mRNA folding structure. Moreover, experimental procedures using RNase Figure 4 visualizes these boxes). These predicted structures by the CLC RNA WorkBench indicate that these substitutions do not affect the mRNA folding. Only marginally higher minimum free energy was observed for rs111485003C (DG ¼ À921.2), while it was slightly lower for rs112950723A (DG ¼ À915.5).
assay show that both normal and mutant alleles in a synonymous SNP, which have not affected the secondary structure of human protrombin mRNA, display similar sensitivities to single-and doublestrand-specific RNase. 39 Consistent with these data, in this study, it was assumed that detection of the allele 1311T alone, which neither changes amino-acid sequence nor mRNA secondary structure, is a neutral mutation probably due to its position in loop structure. However, the combination of mutant alleles 1311T and rs1050757G caused significant alterations in the secondary structure of G6PD mRNA. Even so, this is the first report on combination of synonymous mutations affecting secondary structure of mRNA in G6PD deficiency; there are other reports in prokaryotes and eukaryotes with similar effects. Duan et al. 40 studied functional effect(s) of six naturally silent mutations in the human dopamine receptor D2 (DRD2). They found that one of these silent mutations (C957T) altered the predicted mRNA secondary structure and led to a decrease in mRNA stability and translation, consequently changed dopamine-induced upregulation of DRD2 expression. Moreover, they have reported that another silent mutation, which did not cause any change in mRNA structure by itself, repealed the above effects when it was combined with C957T. This demonstrates that combinations of synonymous mutations may result in functional effects, which are significantly different from the effect of each isolated mutation. This is in parallel with the results from this study in which a combination of 1311T/93C/rs1050757G leads to G6PD deficiency.
We proposed two linked hypotheses to explain G6PD deficiency in genotype of 1311T/93C/rs1050757G and both of these hypotheses are related to mRNA secondary structure. Firstly, using predicted mRNA secondary structure, we observed that mRNA conformation in mutant haplotype 1311T/93C/rs1050757G made a stable secondary structure in the vicinity of start codon, which suggested a negative effect on mRNA translation and consequently low amount of G6PD enzyme ( Figure 5 ). This conclusion is somewhat derived from other reports, which mentioned that stem and loop structures introduced between the cap and the AUG codon could never facilitate initiation of translation. 41, 42 Moreover, the majority of eukaryotic mRNAs initiate translation according to the ribosome linear scanning model. 43 In this model, it is proposed that highly stable secondary structures, especially self-complementary sequences, which form stem-loop structures within mRNA, can inhibit translation. 33, 41, 44 Secondly, the new conformation of mRNA placed some sequences in the open structures such as loop or arc; therefore, these sequences are no longer involved in the base pairing and they are accessible to posttranscriptional modulators such as miRNA. In other words, in the secondary structure of 3 0 -UTR with normal allele rs1050757A, a possible standard Watson-Crick paired duplex was observed in the majority of predicted miRNA binding sites. However, mutant allele G shows reshuffling of the base pairings resulting in a different predicted secondary structure in some regions (Figure 2 ). According to Kertesz et al. 45 accessibility of target sites is now known to be an even more accurate predictor for miRNA prediction. Most of the predicted miRNA sites by computational programs are inactive owing to their inaccessibility. Consistent with the above data, in this study, miRNA repression is considered as a possible mechanism to explain G6PD deficiency in individuals with haplotype 1311T/93C/rs1050757G. It is postulated that miRNA binding site is likely inaccessible in the wildtype mRNA because of its secondary structure, but in the mutant mRNA the target sites are accessible to miRNA(s) for perfect complimentary of seed region. Notably, a number of miRNAs can induce mRNA degradation as well as translational repression, whereas the others act primarily on translation. 46 However, we were not able to predict which of these mechanisms may be involved in G6PD deficiency. In concurrence with our second hypothesis, there is a report on significant alteration of miRNA expression in erythrocytes with another type of hemolytic anemia. 47 In conclusion, high frequency and molecular homogeneity of G6PD deficiency among the sampled Negrito population is remarkable. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on association of 3 0 -UTR variation and G6PD deficiency. We also demonstrated that rs1050757G may potentially change the secondary structure of G6PD mRNA and repress G6PD expression by affecting either translation or stability of mRNA with the possible involvement of miRNA. However, further experimental studies are necessary to reliably determine the role(s) of mRNA secondary structure on G6PD deficiency.
